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During 2014, 50% of the worst breaches suffered by companies
‘inadvertent human error’, up a huge 31% from the year before.*

were attributed to

What’s more, 75% of large organisations and 31% of small businesses were subject to a
staff-related security breach in the last year. Cyber criminals are going for the easy target:
your employees; and spear phishing, social engineering and the growth in mobile devices
and BYOD are putting your data at risk.

Engaging Staff at All Levels to Help Protect Your Business
No matter what level of technical understanding your employees or management teams
have, ZeroDayLab Security Awareness Courses are designed and delivered in order to achieve
maximum knowledge transfer.
Interactive and high impact, our training courses give your staff a broad understanding of the
threat landscape, what is happening and what it means to them as well as how to identify
phishing emails and scams. The end goal is to provide your employees with the tools to help
protect both the business and themselves from today’s sophisticated cyber threats.

15%

of large organisations
had a security of data
breach in the last
year involving smart
phones or tablets.
(up 7%)*

13%

of large organisations
had a security of data
breach relating to
social
networking
sites.*

18%

Average click-through rate in phishing emails when personal details
are used (e.g. name/company logo). This reduces to 11% when not
personalised.**

+44 (0)207 979 2067

Identifying the Need & the Risk
Until your organisation suffers a breach, it
isn’t always easy to identify the extent of your
risk across your organisation from day-to-day
employee activity. By conducting a controlled
spear-phishing exercise prior to delivering
training, you will gain a clear view of security
awareness across your business.
A recent ZeroDayLab spear-phishing test
at a financial organisation revealed a
33% click-through rate from employees…
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Typical Course Content

* HM Government 2015 Information Security Breaches Survey
** ThreatSim - State of the Phish 2015
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We deliver Security Awareness Courses across Europe for
SMEs to multinational enterprises to all levels; from the
shop floor to the board-room.
Security Awareness Courses are classroom-based, with an
emphasis on presenting real world examples of successful
attacks and techniques used by cyber criminals to target
employees in order to gain access to an organisation’s
network and critical assets.
Participants will gain an understanding of the key risks
and cyber attacks affecting organisations, with the
following key objectives:
Understand the top industry-specific risks that affect
organisations
How to identify security threats
Understand why humans are the weak link in
information security
Gain techniques to help protect employees and the
business from current threat actors.
Key topics to be covered:

• Course Design

Content designed according to
technical expertise, seniority
and industry risk exposure.

• Conducted at your chosen
location to minimise
operational impact.

• Pre-Training Course

Spearphishing Exercise
(optional) Bespoke campaign
with email and web assets
designed around your
business. The results will be
used to reinforce the security
awareness programme
message.

• Post-Course Security

The Cyber Threat Landscape with specific reference
to recent high profile security breaches and how
they happened
Why cyber criminals attack organisations and what
happens when you or your organisation has been
breached
Key things to look out for: spear phishing, drive-by
attacks
What users can do to limit the risks to the organisation
and how they can become the first line of defence.
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Key Features & Options

Awareness Testing (optional)
Further spear phishing
and testing to ascertain
behavioural change and
the associated risk in the
organisation.

• Handouts

Security Awareness leaflet
for course participants to
take away.
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IT Security
Training Courses
ZeroDayLab delivers training courses across
Europe for staff and management at all
levels of an organisation, with or without
technical knowledge.
Bespoke training courses can be devised
according to business requirements.

“MAP asked ZeroDayLab to conduct a number
of Security Awareness Training sessions for all
employees, including senior management.
The sessions proved enjoyable, informative and
their interactive nature kept all participants
engaged. It was clear during the sessions and
from subsequent discussion that awareness of
today’s security threats had been heightened and
behaviour improved when browsing and receiving
email, recognising the likes of phishing attacks,
both in and out of the work place.
The training was straightforward to arrange, cost
effective and has added real value to how we
mitigate against the ever growing risk and impact
of cyber-attack. ZeroDayLab remain our Security
Partner of choice”
Systems Manager, MAP Underwriting

Our Courses List Includes:
Security Awareness Training staff at all levels
Senior Management Security
Awareness Training
Ethical Hacking for Internal
Foundation DPA course
(incorporating EU DPR requirements)

Secure Coding for Developers
Security Incident Response
Training
(red teaming & desktop scenarios)
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Why Use ZeroDayLab?
As one of Europe’s leading IT Security Consulting
companies, ZeroDayLab has been carrying out
IT Security Testing engagements combined with
complementary IT Security Solutions for a broad
range of public and private sector companies with
over 240+ engagements per year. Our depth and
breadth of experience enables us to deliver high
quality assignments that both identify all areas
of your IT Security posture whilst also providing
appropriate remediation and recommendations
that tighten your overall security strategy on time
and in budget with consistent quality and return
on your investment.
At ZeroDayLab, every day is spent helping make
our client’s infrastructure and applications more
secure through the intelligent combination of
highly trained consultants and services combined
with leading edge, complementary security
technologies that drives ‘Continuous Security
Improvement’.

We maximise ROI by delivering value for money services
and solutions of the highest and consistent quality.
ZeroDayLab has a strong set of testimonials across
a broad range of industries and sectors. If you
are as passionate as we are about Total Security
Management, then our team of highly skilled and
experienced Security Consultants will be happy to
discuss your requirements in more depth and define
an appropriate IT security strategy suitable for all of
your business needs.
Our experienced management team consistently
delivers timely and accurate IT consulting services
for our clients and retain trusted advisor status
in UK and across EMEA.
Our team looks forward to sharing our vision with
you and helping you to defend against the malicious
attacks that come from both inside and outside of
your environment.

Vulnerability Assessment of your Desktop, Servers and Infrastructure
Penetration Testing of all your Internal & External Web Applications
Architecture & Infrastructure Review with Recommendation and Remediation
Source Code Review
Forensic Analysis
Business Continuity & Brand Protection
Continuous IT Security Improvement Programmes
Education & Training / Learning & Development
Social Engineering
IT Security Review of Policies & Procedures, Planning, Risk Assessment and Mitigation
SIEM 2 – Event & Log Management
ISMS / Governance, Risk & Compliance
Incident Response & Incident Management, Proactive Threat Protection
Privileged User Management, Traceability, Access Control
Privileged Identity Management & Password Protection
Advanced Threat Protection, Application White Listing, End Point Protection
SERM – Supplier Evaluation Risk Management Solution
ZeroDayResponse - Incident Management
Next Generation SOC
360° Threat Protection
Deep & Dark Web Intelligence
+44 (0)207 979 2067
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Our Partner Solutions

SIEM 2 Technology

Proactive File Remediation

End Point Protection

Privileged User Management

Incident Response Management

GRC

Privileged Identity Management

Dark Web Intelligence

Passionate About Total Security Management
ZeroDayLab Worldwide
London
Brighton & Hove
Manchester

London

Brighton & Hove

+44 (0) 207 979 2067

Head Office

Finance & Operations

info@zerodaylab.com

83 Victoria Street

96-98 Church Road Hove

Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

London

East Sussex

Bangalore, India

SW1H 0HW

BN3 2EB
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